Introduction

Data protection is really important to us. Match.it and Domain Match LTD respect users’ privacy and users’ data. Domain Match LTD wants to explain how Match.it will use (or won’t use) all collected information.

The controller is Domain Match, as said above. The main responsible is the Data Protection Officer or “DPO: it is available for any information about processing of personal data.

This document (according to The new EU General Data Protection Regulation 679/2016- GDPR) describes how data are collected and used on Match.it.

Domain Match LTD uses personal data only in the way described in this document.

Domain Match LTD adopts reasonable precautions to avoid losses, misuse, unauthorized access or disclosure, alteration or destruction of the provided data.

By accepting the registration on the site www.match.it, its regulation concerning Terms and Conditions, users accept the provisions set out in this Privacy Policy.

Domain Match LTD encourages users to read this policy to understand the policies rights. Users should not hesitate to contact us for more information below dpo@match.it

1. Log files

When a user visits Match.it (in the user panel: https://panel.match.it) Domain Match collects information such as ISP domain, IP address, browser type and version, the operating system, the access date / time.

The collected data do not identify the user, except to prevent fraud or abuse of the system. Domain Match uses Google Analytics for statistical analysis; this tracking system will be activated only after receiving the user explicit agreement. This agreement can be revoked at any time independently by clicking on the "C" logo on the homepage of www.match.it

2. Collected data

When an user signs up to Match.it, he provides Domain Match his contact information, including name, address, phone number and e-mail address. Furthermore, the User accepts the policies of Match.it, including the Privacy Policy and the Terms of Service. By sending the data, the user agrees to his data collection.

As a payment process, the information will be used only for the purpose of payment and billing.

3. Communication

When a User contacts Domain Match ltd via e-mail, Domain Match ltd may keep the content or information provided by the User in order to support and answer to requests and / or improve services, contents, products and the Internet brand match.it
4. Minor Privacy

Domain Match doesn’t allow the use of its products or services to any individual of under the age of 18 ("Minor").

5. Cookies

Match.it uses cookies to allow its systems to detect users devices and provide services. Users must read the Cookie Policy (Subject: Cookie Policy) for more information on how cookies are used to save users preferences.

Use of personal data

Domain Match Ltd doesn’t sell any personal information to third parties or organizations.

1. Services

Domain Match LTD uses contact information provided by a user in order to allow registration of domain names and comply with the contractual terms with "Domain Name Registers" (for example, nic.it and red.es). Domain Match ltd uses payment information for payment processing purposes only.

2. Mail communication

In order to receive mail communication, the user must have a valid email address. Domain Match requires additional verification to be sure the user is the owner of the email address. To prevent improper use of email addresses, users can receive a verification e-mail containing a link to final registration (double opt-in). User can cancel the email subscription here: https://panel.match.it/User.aspx. As an example (not exhaustive) match.it sends emails with domain expiration, renewals, new domain registration, status updates, auction information, new features of the platform, changes regarding regulation and prices. Users can cancel this service here: https://panel.match.it/User.aspx (deselecting the Receive system notifications flag). As Match.it will send you information about domain expiration, it is not recommended to cancel this service.

3. Partners

Partners are third-party entities that have an existing contract with Domain Match LTD. In order to provide its services, Domain Match can share users’ personal information with partners.

The partners of Domain Match LTD are responsible for the management of some of the information that Match.it receives, such as the registrations of domain names. Partners are not authorized to use this information for purposes than those specified by Domain Match and have to preserve them and handle them with care.
Partners don’t save users’ personal data. You find the partners list here:

4. Whois

The domain name registration agreement must respect the policies established by the Registry
domain names (www.nic.it). This agreement includes the user data collection. These data are: name,
address, telephone number, email address and if required, fax number, domain name registration and
expiration date, server information associated with a domain name Registrant. This information is
available via a WHOIS "door 43" and one interactive web page. Once this information is public,
Domain Match ltd has no influence on its use by third parties.

5. Disclosure

Domain Match won’t disclose personal data and account information, unless it is necessary to
disclose this information to identify, get in touch and take legal actions with someone who can cause
damage or interfere with the rights or property of Domain Match. Domain Match will be able to give
information to authorities of police officers, according to the laws.

6. Two-factor authentication (2FA)

2FA improves the account security, using two ways to identify the user as the legitimate account
owner. On match.it it is used a two-factor technology to generate authcode requests - using third
parties services (see partners list), that allows us give you the code to operate (by querying the
Register Domain)

7. The End of a Business Partnership

At the the end of a business partnership, Domain Match LTD will save personal information
only to fulfill legal obligations or in cases where it is necessary to assert their agreements.